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Editing tips and tricks:

Editing is usually the first question in the language 
section of paper 1.
This question counts 3/4 marks and is text based.
The text will have some deliberate errors which you 
must spot and fix.
These errors may include:
• Spelling
• Tense
• Concord
• Homophones
• Apostrophe



Editing tips and tricks:

Spelling:
• Words with more than 1 syllable ending with an 

“L”, end in only 1 “L”, unless it’s a compound noun. 
E.g. beautiful, until, wonderful, etc. Netball is 
spelled wit 2 “L”s because it’s a compound noun. 

• British vs. American spelling: British: colour; 
neighbour; centimetre; aeroplane; catalogue; 
jewellery; grey. American: color; neighbor; 
centimeter; airplane; catalog; jewelry; gray. 

• “I” before “E”, except after “C”. Receive; wield; 
shield; deceive etc.



Editing tips and tricks:
Doubling consonants in single-syllable words
When adding suffixes to one-syllable words, it’s helpful to follow the CVC rule. CVC stands for “consonant, vowel, consonant.” When the last three 
letters of a one-syllable word follow the CVC pattern, the last consonant should be doubled when adding the ending. Consider the examples below:

1 The word “drop” becomes dropped or dropping.

2 The word “big” becomes bigger or biggest.

When the last three letters of the word don’t follow the CVC pattern, don’t double the last consonant:

3 The word “rest” becomes rested, not restted.

Doubling consonants in multisyllable words
When adding suffixes to words with more than one syllable, the issue is not with consonants and vowels but with which syllable is stressed or 
emphasised. If the stress is on the first syllable, don’t double the consonant. Consider the following examples:

1 The word “begin” becomes beginning.

Double consonants are used because the emphasis is placed on the second syllable of “begin.”

2 The word “visit” becomes visiting or visited.

Double consonants are not necessary here because the emphasis is placed on the first syllable of “visit.”

When in doubt, it may be helpful to pronounce these two-syllable words out loud to determine which syllable is stressed. This will help you decide 
whether to use double consonants. 



Editing tips and tricks:
Tenses and Concord

Present indefinite

Singular + s

Plural -s

He sings, she sings, I sing, they

sing, we sing

(is, are, does, do, 1st column)

Past indefinite

Second column verb

He sang, they sang, we sang

(was, were, did)

Future indefinite

Will/shall + 1st column

He will sing ,she will sing

I shall sing

(will do, shall do)

Present continuous

Is/am/are +-ing

He is singing, they are singing, I am

singing

Past continuous

Was/ were +-ing

He was singing, they were singing

Future continuous

Will be/ shall be +-ing

He will be singing, they will be

singing, I shall be singing

Present perfect

Has/ have + 3rd column

She has sung, they have sung

Past perfect

Had + 3rd column

She had sung, they had sung

Future perfect

Will have + 3rd column

He will have sung, they will have

sung



Editing tips and tricks:

Concord means subject verb agreement.  

Here are some of the rules: 

 

 

Singular= one person alone walking through the forest, needs superman= S 

                     Words get an s: 

  Is, does, has, was, sees, swims, sings, plays etc… 

 

 

                         Words don’t get an s: 

   Are, do, have, were, see, swim, sing, play etc.Numers: 

 

 



Editing tips and tricks:

Sometimes it’s not easy to figure out whether the subject is

singular or plural:

• The word and: Susan is, Mike is, but Mike and Susan are

• Except when it is one concept: Fish and chips is, bacon and

eggs is

• Or, either or, not only but also, not but: NEAREST

• With, together with, like, including, as well as: FIRST

• A number of= are, the number of= is

• Numbers: a thousand is, thousands are

• Distance: 100 kilometres is a far way to walk

• Sums : five plus three is eight



Editing tips and tricks:
The Food and Drug Administration yesterday (2.1 put) a hold and general recall on Red Bull energy drink amid evidence that Red Bull (2.2 have) been linked

to several birth defects – principally resulting in the emergence of wing-like growths on the backs of newborn children.

The unusual side effects, which (2.3 occur) in as many as 2% of women who drink Red Bull while pregnant, were first reported by researchers at the

University of California San Francisco, who (2.4 use) a study group of over 800 women over a course of 3 years. The researchers’ results were published last

fall, but the FDA and Red Bull executives (2.5 has) until yesterday been resistant to acknowledge the group’s findings. Now with the FDA seeming to validate

the researchers’ claims “Red Bull directly contributes to leathery, bat-like appendages which grow out from the child’s shoulder blades”, Red Bull is

scrambling to prepare for huge losses and numerous lawsuits.

“Red Bull is disappointed with the FDA’s action, and (2.6 do) not think that such action (2.7 be) necessary,” said Red Bull spokesman Tyler Cowell in a

prepared statement. “Our company (2.8 has/have) acted responsibly and (2.9 will/shall) continue to act responsibly.”

Public outcry over the Red Bull energy drink’s side effects (2.10 has/have) been understandably high. Red Bull, which has cornered half of the energy drink

market in the United States (and is large outside of the country as well), “has a clientele that is both numerous, and heavily caffeinated,” said Yale Law

Professor Laura Bernard. “This is a pretty good recipe for a lawsuit storm.”

“The fact that the FDA (2.11 approve) this product in the first place will likely also have repercussions,” continued Bernard. “This (2.12 be) going to be (2.13

blow) up huge and take a lot of people down with it.”

Gavin Tyson, an FDA lawyer, disagrees. “There is no basis for a lawsuit, because there (2.14 be) no damages,” explained Tyson. “So far the only allegations

are that this product (2.15 give) children wings. (2.16 Have/ Has) you ever (2.17 Meet) a child who did NOT want wings?”

Bernard, however, is not convinced that Tyson’s argument will hold up in court. “Children as a rule want to fly – flying is the whole point, not the wings,” said

Bernard. “As of yet, none of the children who have been born with these wings have succeeded in (2.18 achieve) flight. Until they do, I think the Red Bull

(2.19 be go) to get sued, and I think that the FDA is going to get sued for (2.20 approve) the product. And they are both going to lose.”



Editing tips and tricks:



Editing tips and tricks:

Apostrophe: COP
The grammar COP will catch you if you form plurals with an apostrophe
C= Contraction
O=Omission
P=Possession

Contraction and omission: 
Cannot=can’t
Did not= didn’t
They are= they’re

Possession:
The dog’s tail (singular) 
The dogs’ tails (plural)

Plurals:
Potatoes NOT potato’s
Photos NOT photo’s
Girls NOT girl’s


